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Regatta Welcome!  
We are so fortunate to be able to sail this regatta this year! Thanks to Seattle Yacht Club, Port of Seattle, 
and the Seattle Tasar Fleet for making it happen. For those of us who have been sailing Tasars since 
Stasi’s dad started promoting them in the 1980s, we couldn’t be more excited to see so many new faces 
in the fleet. This regatta is our first opportunity to sail at the Worlds venue with courses and race 
management similar to our upcoming Worlds.  

COVID Protocols 

Stay home if you have any symptoms of COVID-19. Wear a mask except when on the water. Stay at 
least 6 feet apart from others. Do not invite friends or family members to the event site – sailors and RC 
members only please. 

TASAR Protocols 

We are a competitive bunch, with sailors at all levels, and we place high value on good sportsmanship, 
fair sailing, and friendship. We help each other get better on and off the water. This is what we hope to 
showcase for our visitors to the Worlds. 

Please don’t be reckless or take chances which might result in you fouling another boat. If you do foul, 
or even if you think you may have fouled, take your penalty immediately. (Check the SIs for what that 
means.) We do have a protest committee assembled, but we really do not want to have to use them. 

We are not measuring or weighing boats or crew at this regatta. It is every competitor’s responsibility to 
sail with class-legal equipment and carry sufficient corrector weight.  

Parking / Boat Storage 

The parking area to the east of the dry storage compound is reserved for our use. You can put your boat 
on the Seattle Yacht Club dinghy dock in between the rows of boats, or in launch spots on the dock. 
Squeeze in where you can and be willing to adjust to accommodate others.   

Dinner / Debrief / Giveaways 

We’ll have a simple burrito dinner – individually packaged – after sailing on Saturday. Bring your dry 
clothes, an umbrella, chairs, and drinks. We have some nice gear to give away too! 

Thanks 

Special thanks to Ben Glass (PRO); Brian Ledbetter (SYC Sailing Director); the RC team of Jen Morgan 
Glass, Ed Snyders, Liesl Mordhorst, Warren Pawley, Dan Kerns, Phil Calvert, Naomi Medley, and Ross 
Bretherton; Jared Hickman (Chief Judge); Molly Lanzinger (dinner); Molly Karas (RC lunches); Allan 
Johnson (giveaways); the team at SYC; and the organizing committee of Tasar class members. 


